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Digital transformation and interventional 
models – McKinsey digital transformation 
frameworks vs. Center for Creative Leader-

ship Direction - Alignment - Commitment ap-
proach. An initial review. 

Abstract: SDigital transformation and digitalization are by now deeply rooted in everyday business 

jargon. In this article we look at two different approaches of the digital transformation process as promoted 

by two world leading consulting organizations. McKinsey & Company (McKinsey) is considering itself 

as being „defined by our people”  and it is considered the most reputed strategic consulting firm in the 

world. The Center for Creative Leadership (hereinafter CCL) is an equally reputed consulting oragnization, 

„produd to be recognized worldwide as a top-ranked, premier leadership development organization”. Both 

have established methodologies to assist organizations through the digital transformation journey. We will 

aim to compare and contrast the two approaches based on data available in the public domain.
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Introduction. The change paradigm. 

Companies and in wider terms organizations need to adapt and change in order to survive 

and be competitive. During the last several decades academics cum practicians, authors and man-

agement consultants dveloped a number of methodologies for companies and their leadership to 

manage change. We need to point the contribution of Kurt Lewin and his unfreeze-move-freeze 

practicians and managers. It is no suprise that models that emerged later are explicitely refering 

to it as a foundation of their own methodologies – it is the case of Daryl Conner and his change 

management approach. A few years after Conner book was published, John Kotter, a professor 

at Harvard Business School start publishing his own articles and book with what is widely rec-

for as the winning approach with Conner and Kotter methodologies. At the time of writing this 

-

tioned above.

A starting point was to realise an initial assessment of the timing and frequency of issu-

ance of research articles concerning the digital transformation topic. We have searched two data-

bases open to researchers, Google Academic and ScienceDirect.com from Elsevier.

Table 1 – incidence of research articles concerning „digital transformation” in Google Academic and ScienceDirect.
com

-

ness organizations all over the world – the ever more rapid pace of technological change, the 

pandemic.

Research methodology

We have looked in detail to the approaches proposed by both McKinsey and CCL. Will ex-

plore them individually and then investigate similarities and differences.
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The McKinsey Digital Transformation models

It is not by accident that above we mention models and not model. Given the spread of 

industries, geographies and diverse organizations typologies we are summarizing a few of the 

-

We summarize below three proposed road maps that we have analyzed for this article. More 

Figure 1 – summary of DT road map (see Catlin, T. et al., 2017)

roadmap is work on progress and builds on specific consulting projects and advisory services 

-

-

Figure 2 – summary of an intervention model for heavy industry as presented by Crispeels, C. et al., 2020
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-

poses an approach that start from visioning, the diagnostic of digital capabilities and assessment 

of current position, the ideal, targeted positioning after the change, the industry reference or the 

best in class and several focus areas, where the interventions and changes will have the maximum 

impact. 

Figure 3 – building blocks for digital transformation intervention for industrial companies (see Angevin, T. et al., 
2021)

-

in this industry by the authors. Some topics are overlapping (for instance the talent or skills top-

-

gates into detail at the DAC model as an alternative leadership model in a world with more collab-

to the traditional leadership model – leaders, followers and shared values and goals – the authors 

-

lective to subsume their own interests and benefit within the collective interest and benefit” (op. 
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Figure 4 – the DAC ontology, acc. to Drath et al. (op cit. 2008, pp. 642)

they can be expressed in words and statements to all organizational stakeholders. More than sim-

-

sation or organizational routines that include and transcend individual behavior” (Drath, op cit, 

-

vidual minds but in the interaction of beliefs and practices at the collective level” (Drath, op cit., 

uch as the design of the concerned organiza-

tion, its technological level, the values stated and displayed by leaders and employees alike, the 

is is obviously the most important part, with the 

three elements constituting it.

that the collective group is trying to achieve 

for shared direction of the organization, 

meaning it is vision and purpose, goals and that the organization stands for. It is beyond 

a simple understanding of these concepts and incorporates the acceptance and assessment of the 

values involved.

and work”. In large organizations usually management use various processes and systems to 

achieve that via budgeting, controlling, supervision and reporting, use of ERPs (enterprise re-
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o Commitment as part of the DAC ontology needs to be understood as shared commitment 

-

is also dynamic and is shifting its focus to adjust to the changing internal and external circum-

stances of the organization.

Beyond the theories the figure 5 below summarize the intervention method proposed by 

Results and discussion

by the researcher.
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A number of key findings that we consider worth mentioning as a result of this analysis.

First, althought the digital transformation seems to be a straitforward process, even within 

-

gies of the various industries and their relative degree of digital maturity. 

Second and most important is the difference coming in our opinion from the focus of the 

two consulting organizations – while CCL focus is about organization, leadership, action, trans-

parence, emphaty, coordination, communication and skills, McKinsey focus is on vision and val-

applied topics.
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elements coming from our analysis – skills and competencies are seen as critical in all the anal-

last decade or so.

Conclusions and limitations

Both McKinsey and CCL have developed over time a very impressive body of knowledge 

from their research and consulting projects. Although McKinsey is a partnership and for-profit 

entity and CCL is a non-profit foundation, their approaches is disclosing detailed work and pro-

prietary tools is very similar. As a result, the biggest constraint we had to deal with is the lim-

hidden part of their work consists of detailed analysis of financial data of companies, economic 

performance of the organizations vs. their peer groups, various surveys, and questionnaires to 

profile the company culture, the leadership profiles and alike. While using some of the shorter 

versions of such tools in various occasion, we could not access but the limited, synthetic informa-

tion publicly available.

We can not conclude that there is one ideal or best way to approach a digital transforma-

tion project. In our opinion the variables in case are conditioned due to the geography of the com-

the leadership team of each organization. Our assumption, to be further researched in a future 

study is that the quality of the leadership team and the specific company culture they are build-

ing, and living are the main differentiators.

As the main conclusion we are inclined to record the complementarity of the two schools of 

work methods.
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